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PREFACE

REVIEW OF MAY 27,1993 DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROPOSAL

The draft Environmental Assessment Proposal (EAP) for the Bradford Bypass Environmental 
Study was published in late May, 1993 and made available to interested agencies and individuals 
for their review and comment. The intent was to obtain comments on the draft EAP and, by 
incorporating these comments into the final document, ensure that process-related concerns are 
raised and addressed at an early stage in the study. This reflects the Ministry of Environment 
and Energy’s desire to improve the EA process. EA Review Agencies ("External Team"), 
identified Interest Groups, senior staff of affected municipalities ("Municipal Team"), and public 
libraries and Municipal Clerk’s offices all received copies of the draft EA directly.

The contents of the draft EAP (in summarized form) were the subject of the first round of public 
involvement in the study. This focused on widely-advertised Public Information Centres held 
in Bradford on June 17, 1993 and Queensville on June 22, 1993. Individual members of the 
public who expressed an interest in reviewing the draft EAP at that time, or subsequently 
through correspondence, were given copies for review; the draft EAP was not handed out to 
every member of the general public. The total distribution of the draft EAP was approximately 
90 copies. Comments on the draft EAP were received from approximately 30 reviewers.

This final version of the EAP incorporates, to the extent possible and appropriate, all of the 
significant issues and concerns raised during the review process to date. In doing so, the 
document was re-organized and largely rewritten and some new material added. This has made 
it impossible to highlight specific words or paragraphs which were revised from the draft 
version.
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SUMMARY OF REVIEW COMMENTS AND RESOLUTION OF ISSUES / CONCERNS

EXTERNAL TEAM |

Comm art From
(staff contact)

Agency Type/Date Comment / Issue / Concern Proposed Approach to Resahe Issue H 
I Concern II

Revise EAP |

Ken Brant 
l&cfcMoUan

Navigable Waters, Canadian Coast 
Guard (Transport Caa*la)

letter re: 404 
study
Aug 6/93

Approval of eroBung* of navigable
waler* required.

Saak approval of recommended route.

Nick Coleman 
EL J. Spence 
David Sutherland

Euv, Protection Office, CN North
America

letter 
July 12/93

Impact cm CN property f operations. provide and review doemnentatioa with 
CN as k is developed.

Sarah Jiminez 
Michele Jones

Eav. Planning and Mgmt, Dept of 
Indian and Northern Affair* j

letter
June 7/93

No foreseeable impact on mandate.

BiUBien EA Coord. Committee, Environment 
Casiida

letter*
June }J93
July 30/93

1. Avoid / mitigate wetlands and 
wildlife habit*, impacts.

X. Contact Transport Canada re 
Federal EA requirement*

3. Sec. 8: clarify wording - only 
Fisheries Act is administered by 
MNR; this is not general practice 
for all policies.

4. Sec. 8.1.3: Federal BA 
requirements are not automatically 
wet through Ontario EA process; 
Ontario #A is used as input to 
Federal E A dcctrioa.

1. Subject to in-depth study aud |
analysis thrcu^ouLBA. ft

2. Transport Canada is number of 
External Team.

4. Revise EAP end reflect Federal 
prqsffVn£A,RgP<gF-

Eve Wyatt 
MarkWrighi

GO Transit letter
June 25/93

No concerns. Keep Uformed of study progress.

| Eric Fleming
Greats Toronto Goordiustiag
Cotnantux

- -

Angus Morton 
MrdWWrcrr 
Murray Kimubuugh 
Dan Frank 
Robert Orland 
Basin Nocks 
Larry Wickrc

Lake Simcoe Region Conservation
Authority

Enacting 
July 27/93

Jfass Forewe/I Real Estate Branch Management 
Board Secretarial

letter
July 27/93

No concerns.

TonuTofiine
Shanm Johnston

Land Use Planning Branch Ministry 
of Agriculture, Food ami Rural 
Affair*

letter 
□a m3 
meeting 
Nov 4/93 
meeting Dec. 
16/93

1. Include specific concerns re: fou 
of specialty crop noiL

2. CMAF to be involved in weighting 
/ ranking of evaluation criteria.

1. Add Indicator to Ex.18 (Evaluation 
. .Qftgafc *■ li£} SpffMljFY

CropSoil.

X Weighting / ranking to be done by 
ail External Team members.

ii I
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CtHBKttml From
(staff contact)

Agency Type / Date Caminpnf / Issue / C-wrer-n Proposed Approach to Resolve Issue 
/ Coacem

Revise EAP

1 - — hi hiiiiai
Alex Hooeyforti Operational Coord. Br. Mifliatiy of letter No concerns. i
Sheila Masters Community and Social Services June 9/93

Charier BoorfcH 
Aim Fraser
Peter Carruthen

Ministry of Culture, Touruun & 
Recreation

letter 
Aug 11/93 
meeting 
June 14/93

No comment; keep informed. Keep informed of atudy progaasa.

Pm Taylor Cultural Programs Branch letter
Aug 23/93

Aaseu preferred ROW by heritage 
consultant.

Heritage/ archaeological aaacaamcat to 
be done by MW-

Lynae Hartman Ministry of Economic Development
and Trade

letter
June 9/93

No comment; keep informed. Keep informed of study progress.

Stove Mitchell School Business & Finance Branci, 
Ministry of Education & Training

letter
June 24/93

No concern*; coniaez local school 
boned*. EAP provided to ail local school board*.

Mel Plewe* EAvironmcota] Planning Branch, 
Ministry of Environment and Energy

letter 1. Clarify maps* 1, Add features noted tn Section 2.2
Jim differd Nov 18/93 and in Ex. 25 to EAP mace.

2. Include “ability io mitigate* an 
indicator for Exhibit 11 criteria 2-5 
(Groundwater), 2-6 (Surface 
Water), 33 (Highway and 
Construction Noise), and 4.4 
(Property Waste and
Contamination)*

X Net impacts assessed for 
alternatives afar mitigation ia 
applied..

3. Add “effect on groundwater 3. Indicator* revised to incorporate
quality’ aa an indicator under 
Criterion 2 -5, Ex. 11.

Quality issues.

4. In Criterion 4.4, Ex. 11, refer 
specifically to Waste Disposal and 
Deeammpiai nning sites.

4. Waste Disposal Sitca and 
DcGOQmua&foni&g aite* included is 
site* listed under criterion 4.4.

5. Clarify rationale for considering 
Bradford Bypass and Highway 404 
Exteassan as separate project*.

5. Revise Sec. 2 to clarify rationale.

6, Central Region, MOEE is
incorrect contact

7. Revue Sect. 9 to note ihat EAR Is 7. Change reference to technical
not an opportunity to review nod 
comment oa the technical arfelyria.

analysis proeeaa.

ft. In Ex. 13, MT D Review Process/ 
EA Review stage, change 
reference io MORE to "EA">

ft. Change reference m Mtad.

9. In Ex. 14, add MOBE to bat of 9. Add reference m noted.
agencies concerned with 
Groundwater.

10. Several comment* / guidance re; 
preparation of EA Report.

10. Conaider comment* in preparation 
of draft EA Report.

iii
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EXTERNAL TEAM

Comment From 
cento*)

A*«ncy Type I Date Copnufi / Issue / Concern Proposed Approach to Resolve Issue 11 
/Concent 1

Revise EAP fl

Gabriela Catenate Central Region, MixdsUy of the 
Enviroumcttl and Energy

- • Clifford letter of J $93. y

Derek Doyle EA Branch, Ministry of the letter 1. Previous studies’ objective* not 1. Delete reference to "widespread b
GUwift Higgins Ttn vi gnd EaC^gy Judo 13/93 

meeting 
June 14193

ncccmarily still valid.

2. Weighting d£ evaluation criteria, 
evaluation proccw, and public 
participation in the above should 
be defined.

3. Show couccrrcai public review of 
final KA (Seo- 12).

aoceotenoe of jrevMam objective*". 1

2. Expand Sections 7 and 9 to define | 
evaluatMniiKocaaa and trfAfo'a rote W 
in it, U

3- Rcyiaogg noted. I

Dr. Richard Schabaa 
Dr: Labia Smith

Public Health Branch, Ministry of 
Health

letter
June 7/93

No comment; contact local health aniu Krep informed of atedy progress. Send 1 
EAP to York Regional Health Uhit sad H 
Sfaste County Health Unit, |

Dr. Helena Jaczek 
A. J. Andersen 
G. H. Boat*

Public Health Dept, York Region letter*
Jun® 21/93 
Juix3G/93

Interested in impact on existing weUa, 
private waste disposal systems and 
ratface / aternn drainage; evaluation 
criteria in EAP adequate.

Keep informed of study progress; all 
areas of concent to bo dealt with in BA 
Study.

Dr. David Butter-Jonut 
B. l&meny

Simcoe County District Health Unit Jan 25/94 Primary concern it impact of road 
widening on wells and sewage disposal 
systems.

Keep informed of rtady progress, area* 
of concern to be dealt-with in fiA Study.

Carol Anile
Milena Avramavie

Plans Admin. Branch Ministry of 
Municipal Affaire

Fax 
June 17/93

No conuoenq keep informed. Keep informal of study progress.

J. Barker Maple District, Ministry of Nature! meeting 1. Definition of Study Are*. 1. Subicatrf onfioinr dialogue J
Tmcf Smith 
Chris Tschirhart 
Gku Hooper 
Ian Buchanan .

Resource June 8/93 
Aug/93 
Oct 14/93 
letter

between MTO a*d MNR: MNR H
position considered as a constraint | 
in devetarang. skerartivts- 1

■ Oct 23/93 
meeting Dee 
16/93 
letter
Jan 16/94

2. Loss of Weiland Value*. 2a__ Eripripfeflf fatf otfretfagd (|
(includim: acQuiddon of property 1
for reversion to wedwed aa l
cOwiDCitsstian for inspect elsewhere^ I
Refined. |

Jf. 
Roy Alkena
Ann Wilmot

Huron?* District, Ministry of 
Natural Resource*

meeting
June 3/93

Response coordinated through MNR
Maple District

Keep informed of study progress. 1

Rob Milligan 
Bcm feenstra

Ministry of Northern Development 
and Mince

letter
Sept 9193

1. No mines I quarries in study area,

2. Several sand / gravel aggregate 
pita in study area; prefer to 
improve access Aral prevent 
CTeriliMtion of ptte

Keep informed of atady progress. I
Absorb ccnnmeaai in EA background 1 
info. Coocema dealt with in Criteria 5, 1
Ex. Il in EAP. |

B. A. Frond*

. ..

Facilities Design Planning, Mhufitry 
of the Solicitor General and 
Correctional Services

letter
June 10/93

No interest or concerns.
1
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btajf contact)
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f Concent

Revise EAP
Further Ifiroivcmett

k. L Maclvcr 
Mila Maikvaganartt

Office of the Fire Mrndud Ministry 
of the Solicitor General

letter 
June 4793

1. Involve local fire officials.
2. Fire dept, access and water supply.

Keep kraal fire oSeiah refatreadaf 
study progress.

Diinc Uaacte 
Mart Peacock

Noaawiraga Valley CGWCYttifin, 
Authority

Utter 
July 20/93

U Cancttciw tMttttLwwitwjswoL 
and applied environmental 
conditions.

2. Concerns coordinated with Lake 
Simcoe Region Conservation
Authority.

Cowxmto draft, with. toEKuudy. 
Keep informed of study progress.

Robert Malvern
Charles Unhala 
John Clearwater 
John Sinclair

Ontario. Hydro letter
Aug 26/93

1. Coordination of Ontario Hydro 
GT A Reinforcement Study with 
Bradford Bypass Study.

2- Ground access and clearance for 
existing line*.

1. MTO and Ontario Hydro have
ongoing dialogue and aa
required regarding atudy 
coordination.

2. Criteria to be considered i* EA 
. Study.

Tim Eger Ontario Native Affairs Secretarial letter
July 20/93

Include First Nations in planning 
process.

Liaise with Dr. Ian Johnson, United 
Indian Councils.
Secr.UxUi£taa£xfciSi&^

Supi. Cohn Brittan Ontario Provincial Police, Ministry 
of the Solicitor General and 
Correctional Services

- - -

Richard Boswell Simcoe County Board of Education - -

Merle Obcc 
Jennifer McCarthy

Simcoe County Roman Catholic 
Separate School Board

phone 
Junc/93

- Keep informed of study progress.

Dr. km Johnson United Indiana Councils - - Keep informed of atady pregrcaa (on 
behalf of Ontario Native Affaire 
Secretariat).

Norman Ahmet York Region Board of Education - -

Frank Bobcajch 
Cowlyn Staddart

York Region Roman Catholic 
Separate School Board

fiu
Juns 1/93

None. Keep informed of study program.

^Chicf BUI Je&aop Schomberg Fire Dept- - *

Chief Dan Jackson QueenaviileFire Dept-

Chief Ted Mendrck Bradford Fire Dept. •

v
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MSSMMfc I]

fl P*ul BottomJey 
| Ron Gee 
j| John Ireland 
W Helsa Psttfws

Marik
II Paul May

Region of York letter
July 13/93

1. Highway 9 / Davis Drive issues 
should be part of Bradford 
Bypass tad f or 404 Externum

2. Highway 9 / Green Lane / 
Herald Road connection should 
be included aa an alternauve.

u 1
2. MTO to cany out corridor 1

analysis for E-W envoi in York H 
Region and incorporate results id N 
EA study. All corridors jl
addressed ha that process. w

Gerty Taylor 
(Bill Brown) 

[ Bill Addison

County of Simcoe - - Ongoing involvement tn study. F

RoaKhemhsw
I Eric Hodgint

Town of Bradford Wen 
GwMtmbwy

- - Ongoing involvement in study. |

II Wayne Hunt 
| Caroline,

Town of East Gwillimhury - • Ongoing involvement in toady, II

1 Kevin Young 
li ScepJten Kiichett 
|| Cameron Duncan

Tcwmbsp <rf Kin£ - - Ongoing involvement in study. 1

Vl
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ReyseEAP

David West Ducks Unlimited

- Ontario Cycling Association

- U Of T Botany Dept.

Jean Hunt Concerned Ciftrene of King 
Township

Peter Jeffery Ontario Federation of Agriculture

Frank Kelly LACAC - Heritage East 
Ghvillunbury

Tony Moro Bradford and District Vegetable 
Grower* a Association

Silly Patton Friends of Scanlon Creek

Chris Glenixn Conservation Council of Ontario

Paul Maiploy South Take Simcoe Naturaliau 
Club

letter
Oct 15/93

1. Need for the project is 
challenged.

2- Population / demand forecasts 
are overstated.

3. Problem / opportunity statement 
does not deal with natural 
environmental impact.

4. Lake Simcoe watershed should 
be protected.

1 . Need and justification addressed 
in EAP.

2. Forecasts based on provincial / 
municipal land use plans.

3. To identify a preferred alternative 
which has acceptable / mitignable 
effects on the environment k a 
stated objective of the study.

4. Evaluation process will consider 
impact on Lake Simcoe 
watershed.

PauiRothfete South Lake Simcoe Wilderness 
Coalition

- East Gwillimbury Historical
Society

Monika Sttamaglia East GwiUimbury Chamber of 
Commerce *

Mikki Nanowski Bradford and District Chamber of 
Commerce

- Canadian Wildlife Federation

Marion Taylor Federation of Ontario Naturalirt*

1 Virginia McLaughlin York Milk Committee

1 Jim Hulshof York Pork Producers

1 Alvin Brooks York Soil and Crop Improvement 
Association

VU
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John Cristos South Simcoe Junior Farmers

Harold Quirt South Simcoe Dairy Herd
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AxsocUdon
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Management Board

Steve Stewart Bradford Produce Shipper’s 
Association
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jUtioaale for gudy

3. Hwy 9 / Green Lane could fimetion as connecting link 
between Hwys 400 and 404

Hwy 9 / Green Lxne rnmiriorod aa aa 
alternative in Travel Desuaad Study

-

•

Comments restricted U> those referring to draft EAP received prior to June 30, 1994; route-specific concerns and other issue* raised by (he genera] public 
are deaU with in the course of the EA. study itself.

IX



1. INTRODUCTION

The Bradford Bypass study is being carried out by the Ministry of Transportation of 
Ontario (MTO) as a "One-Stage” Environmental Assessment in accordance with the 
Environmental Assessment Act of Ontario, R.S.O. (1990). In addition to the 
environmental assessment component, the study includes an engineering component 
satisfying the requirements of the Ministry of Transportation’s Preliminary Design 
Report.

In order to outline the planning process which the Ministry of Transportation proposes 
to follow, and to solicit both public and external (non-MTO) agency comment on the 
proposed process as an input to the study, this Environmental Assessment Proposal 
(EAP) has been prepared. In providing a focus for early and meaningful consultation, 
this EAP is an important element in the EA process, whereby the proponent is to 
incorporate the procedures and principles of the Ministry of the Environment’s May, 
1992 publication. "EAP Guidelines".

In addition to the process the Environmental Assessment will follow, the EAP 
specifically addresses the following components.'

• the need and justification;

• the area to be studied;

• the transportation alternatives to be considered;

• the screening and evaluation process to be applied to the transportation 
alternatives; and

• the public and agency consultation to be undertaken.

The MTO recognizes that a number of individuals and groups will share an interest in 
this study and MTO encourages their participation. The detailed information in this. 
EAP is presented at this time in order to seek concurrence from all of the stakeholders. 
All subsequent phases of the study process and all subsequent public and agency 
consultation will be based on the infonnation presented.

It is not intended for the study to deviate from the plan outlined in this EAP unless 
new and directly applicable infonnation is revealed during the course of the study, or 
a different study process is developed by the proponent (MTO).

Exhibit l provides, as background to the current study, an understanding of the 
existing transportation features in the area being studied.
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2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM / OPPORTl

Problem and Opportunities

ii<l>

2.1

Hie Environmental Assessment Act requires that a statement of purpose for an 
undertaking be provided. Included in this section is the rationale for making that 
statement and documentation of the fact that the statement is sufficiently broad tn allow 
the examination of all reasonable alternatives.

The Ministry of Transportation of Ontario is undertaking the current study in order to 
address several transportation problems which have been identified in the northern part 
of York Region and southeastern Simcoe County. This is related to the Ministry’s 
mandate to provide for the safe, efficient movement of people and goods between 
regions and between urban areas. It is of note that the responsibility for intra
municipal transportation is that of the appropriate municipal government, not the 
Province. Associated with the problems are unique and important opportunities which 
may play a significant role in the resolution of the problems.

The identified problems are:

* Traffic Problems - Traffic operational and distribution problems exist as a result 
of the incomplete and fragmented nature of the provincial highway system in the 
study area, particularly with respect to the termination of provincial highways at 
lower-capacity municipal roadways (e.g. Highway 9 at Davis Drive, Highway • 
404 at Davis Drive).

■ Road Discontinuities - Inefficient, out-of-the-way travel results from the presence
of physical and operational discontinuities in the major road network, particularly 
with respect to the barrier to east-west travel formal by the lack of a crossing of 
the Holland River north of Highway 11 at Bradford.

Future Demand Growth Implications - The current transportation system is not 
adequate in terms of both capacity and location / orientation to accommodate 
future travel demand, particularly with respect to the significant growth in travel 
demand forecast for trips to, from, through and within the study area.

• Lack of Long Term Plan - The transportation and land use concepts of 
municipal Official Plans in the study area rely to a considerable extent on the 
presence of the provincial highway network; the lack of a defined, approved long 
term highway network plan in the northern part of York Region and southern 
Simcoe County places constraints on the provincial and municipal planning 
process in the area.

Two significant opportunities are present with respect to transportation in the study 
area:

• Relieve Congestion - There is potential for an improved transportation system to 
relieve some roadways which are currently (or are forecast to be) severely 
congested, and which suffer consequences as a result of congestion in the form
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of higher noise levels, increased community disruption, decreased safety, and 
inhibition of development

• Protect Property - The opportunity to define and protect an adequate property 
envelope for the -ultimate" transportation system before all feasible routes / 
corridors are committed to other uses or are developed is in many cases a vital 
part of a successful community plan.

The current study is intended to identify an. umrieitaking which addresses the above 
problems and opportunities in a way that is most effective and beneficial to the 
environment. In doing so, however, two additional factors must be considered. 
Firstly, the MTO is carrying out a similar, concurrent and co-ordinated study for the 
northerly extension of Highway 404, with which both the process and the results of the 
current study are to be in complete harmony. Secondly, it is recognized that there is 
not likely to be a single facility or improvement which addresses all of the problems 
and opportunities noted above. Consequently, a combination of measures may 
therefore be appropriate. In this context, however, the current study can only deal 
with those elements of the total solution which fall under the MTO’s proponency or 
mandate. Furthermore, the proponent reserves the right to seek approval at this time 
for Only selected facilities winch are identified as being of highest priority, and if 
desired to set aside other facilities to be studied in detail at a later time or by another 
proponent.

2-2 Background Information

This section presents the rationale and substantiation for the statements of problems 
and opportunities made in the previous section with respect to the. location and extent 
of transportation problems.

2.2,1 Previous Studies

The Ministry of Transportation of Ontario has responded to the longstanding 
identification of transportation problems in the area south of Lake Simcoe by 
undertaking a series of studies over the past two decades. Over the course of these 
studies the concept of an extended Highway 404 and a new 400 - 404 highway link has 
emerged, thus forming the basis for the current Environmental Assessment studies.

A review of these background documents puts the current work into context, and while 
the objectives defined in the previous studies noted above are not being utilized 
verbatim in the current study, the fact that they form the basis for the current work and 
have been endorsed in the past by all of the affected municipalities indicates that there 
is a high degree of concurrence among MTO and the municipalities with respect to the 
issues, opportunities, and strategies under consideration.

The relevant studies are:

1) Highway 89. Highway 400 to Highway 12 Route Location Study (1979)
2) Highway 89 Extension Environmental Assessment Study (1984)
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2.2.1.1 Highway H9. Highway 40ft to Highway 12 Knntp Location Study H979i

This original 1979 Environmental Assessment (EA) submission had the following as 
its objective:

"to resolve the problem of "out-of-the-way" travel for both local 
and long distance traffic. In resolving this problem it is also 
intended to improve the existing problems associated with the 
congestion of the intersection of Highway 88 and Highway 11 in 
the centre of Bradford and along Davis Drive in the Town of 
Newmarket."

The proposed solution was a new two lane provincial highway linking Highway 400 
in the vicinity of Bradford West Gwillimbury 11th Line with an upgraded Ravenshoe 
Road, as shown in Exhibit 2.

The purpose of the project, and its "need and rationale* were presented and discussed 
during the 1981 Environmental Assessment Board hearing. In the Board’s July 1981 
"Reasons for Decision" it stated:

"The Board is of the opinion that the proponent has proven the 
need for the undertaking and has also, in Appendix D of the EA 
Report-Type 1, carefully evaluated and documented the advantages 
and disadvantages of the alternative routes within the Highway 89 - 
Ravenshoe Road Corridor. The proponent has, therefore, met the 
requirements of the Act insofar as purpose, rationale and 
alternatives are concerned. “

The EA Board decided on the following:

• Environmental Assessment approval granted to overall Highway 89 - Ravenshoe 
Road Corridor.

• Three sections of the proposed route had Route Designation and Property 
Acquisition approved; the portion of the route between York Regional Road 12 
and Highway 12, the proposed 89/400 interchange, and the portion of the route 
along 12th Line in West GwiHimbury.





♦ Two sections nf f ha proposed alignment hetween Highway 400 and York Regional
Road 12 were not approved: the "Keswick Marsh* and “Madill" segments.

2.2.1.2 Highway 89 Extension EA Report (3 Volumes)(1984)

Following the 1981 FA Board decision, the MTO carried out a detailed follow up 
study, focusing particularly on the two unapproved sections of the proposed route. 
Three EA reports were submitted to the Ministry of the Environment in July 1984: 
one for the section west of Highway 11 (including the Madill segment), another for the 
section between Highway 11 and York Regional Road 12 (including the Keswick 
Marsh crossing) (see Exhibit 3), and a third covering the easterly part of the route in 
the Ravenshoe Road corridor. The more detailed study did not result in significant 
changes to the location of the preferred route, but did provide more information upon 
which to base a decision.

During tite review process, public and interest group concerns over the potential impact 
to the natural environment in the area of the proposed crossing of the Keswick Marsh 
grew to the point where the necessity for art EA Board. Hearing became evident.

In light of the environmental concerns with the portion of the route which crossed the 
Keswick Marsh, the Minister of Transportation withdrew the two westerly BAs on 
May 16, 1986. The Ministry of the Environment followed up in January 1987 by 
notifying the MTO that the approval previously granted for property acquisition in the 
Ravenshoe Road section (ie.. east of York Regional Road 12) no longer applied, due 
to the withdrawal of the other two EAs. The MTO then fonnally withdrew the eastern 
EA on March 17,1987, leaving no proposals and no approvals for any highway in the 
studied area.

It is important to note that the Minister of Transportation, at the time of withdrawal 
of the EAs. made a commitment to avoid crossing the Keswick Marsh with a new 
highway. The Ravenshoe Road - Highway 89 corridor is therefore not a subject of the 
current study. However, with the withdrawal of the Highway 89 proposal, the 
problem of "out-of-way" travel has yet to be resolved, and consequently remains a 
focus of the current study.

23.1.3 1986 MTO I Municipal Liaison

In 1986, following the withdrawal of the Highway 89 EA submission, consultation 
between the MTO and municipalities potentially affected by the transportation issues 
in the Lake Simcoe area was continued, in order to resolve key issues which had 
emerged from the Highway 89 EA study and to address the Ministry’s long term 
strategic transportation planning in the area.

A set of objectives as a basis for future studies in the area was developed and reviewed 
with affected municipalities. These objectives were:

1. To resolve the problem of "out-of-way" travel for both local and long distance 
traffic in an east-west direction.
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2. To resolve the problem of north-south traffic distribution to the east of Lake 
Simcoe.

3. To improve the existing problems associated with:

i) the congestion of the intersection of Highway 88 and Highway 11 in the 
centre of Bradford; and

ii) the congestion of Davis Drive in the Town of Newmarket

4. To choose an environmentally acceptable extension of the Highway 404 route 
north of Davis Drive in Newmarket

5. To choose an environmentally acceptable westerly route north of Bradford and 
south of the Keswick Marsh connecting Highway 404 to Highway 400.

6. To select an environmentally acceptable easterly route to connect Highway 404 
to the Ravenshoe corridor.

These objectives were endorsed as follows;

• Regional Municipality of York, August 28, 1986
• Regional Municipality of Durham, September 10, 1986
• Simcoe County, November 3,1986

With minor revisions at a subsequent meeting, additional endorsements followed:

• Town of Newmarket, July 20, 1987
• Victoria County, March 30, 1988
• Town of Georgina, May 12, 1988

2.2.1.4 Highway 404/89 Overview Study (1989)

Based on the ongoing dialogue between the MTO and affected municipalities between 
1986 and 1988, the MTO carried out the Highway 404 1 89 Overview Study in 1989. 
The study took a broader view of the provincial transportation network in the Lake 
Simcoe basin, with the goal of developing an appropriate long range highway strategy 
for the area. Assessment was made of travel demands oh a variety of network 
alternatives incorporating both an extension of Highway 404 northerly from 
Newmarket around the east side of Lake Simcoe as far north as Highway 11 near 
Gravenhurst, and an cast-west highway Linkage between Highway 400 and the extended 
Highway 404 south of Lake Simcoe. This concept recognized that the specific route 
identified in the Highway 89 studies was no longer a possibility, but that the needs and 
objectives which that earlier project had been intended to address remain unresolved. 
Exhibit 4 illustrates conceptually the recommended provincial network.
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The recommendations of the Overview were to undertake route planning and EA 
studies for both the east-west link (i.e. the current Bradford Bypass study) and the 
southern portion of the Highway 404 Extension. The Overview also developed an 
updated set of objectives upon which the objectives of the current study are based:

• to provide for improved north-south traffic distribution to the east of Lake Simcoe;

• to resolve the problem of "out-of-the-way" travel for both local and long distance 
traffic in an east-west direction;

• to provide flexibility for the ultimate extension of Highway 404 northerly up the 
east side of Lake Simcoe to Gravenhurst as an alternative to the Highway 400 / Il 
corridor;

• to improve the existing problems associated with;

• congestion at the intersection of Highway 88 and Highway 11 in Bradford;
• congestion on Davis Drive in Newmarket;

• to allow for the development of a construction staging plan of the recommended 
route based on needs and priorities;

• to relieve Regional and local roads of long distance traffic;

• to provide an effective route for truck traffic, minimizing travel time to major 
markets and local community disruption-,

• to facilitate the nodal development pattern identified in the Official Plans.

Once again, affected municipalities reviewed both the study objectives and the 
recommendations of the Highway 404 / 89 Overview Study, and endorsed both as 
follows:

• Regional Municipality of York, February 2, 1990
• Town of East Gwillimbury, March 5, 1990
• Town of Newmarket, March 6, 1990
• Town of Georgina, March 8, 1990

On that basis, Environmental Assessment studies for both a Highway 400 - 404 link 
(designated as t-be "Bradford Bypass") and a northerly extension of Highway 404 from 
Davis Drive to Highway 12/48 were initiated hv the Ministry in 1991. After delays 
due to funding constraints, both studies were fully activated by late 1992. *

2.2 -2 Existing Conditions and Planned Growth in Study Area

As substantiation for the Statement of Problem and Opportunity, an overview of 
existing conditions in the study area is provided, highlighting the existing transportation 
problems and the implications of planned growth in population and employment.
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An overview of Exhibit 1 (Section 1) demonstrates the key point to be noted with 
respect to the current study - the fact that there is no continuous east-west highway in 
the Region of York north of Highway 7, As a result,. Regional roads are used for 
travel between Provincial highways (e.g, Highways 400 and 404). In the area of 
Highway 11 this has created a "bottleneck* situation on Highway 11 at the Holland 
River. This one crossing currently must handle high volumes created by both local 
and long-distance traffic.

In addition, the lack of continuous east-west service south of Cook’s Bay has resulted 
in the need for both local and long distance traffic having to use “out-of-wav11 travel 
routes. For example, traffic originating west of Newmarket and destined for locations 
north and east of Lake Simcoe must follow congested routes through Bradford and / 
or Newmarket. As a result, trips on the existing network are costly in terms of time, 
energy consumption, and travel convenience.

With respect to the demand for travel and for the infrastructure to accommodate it, 
demand for a new or improved roadway comes from three areas:

• redistribution of existing trips (i.e. those motorists whose trips would be faster or 
otherwise more attractive via a new I improved road would switch to it);

• growth in trip making (stemming from growth in population and/or employment in 
the service area, as well as reflecting demographic and socio-economic changes in 
society);

• new trips induced by the presence of a facility (e.g. improved access to shopping 
in Bradford draws people who would otherwise shop in Newmarket etc.).

It is the second point which is most germane to the issue of need and justification, 
since it is the growth in demand to a level beyond the capacity of the existing system 
which “forces" the move to improved infrastructure (i.e. increased capacity). An 
example is provided by the provincial highway system in the Bradford area, which saw 
its daily usage increase by an average of 75 percent in the decade of the 1980s without 
any change in its capacity1 (see Exhibit 5), While the system at that time was capable 
of absorbing that growth with only a minor deterioration in traffic operations and 
safety, it will not be capable of absorbing that rate of growth decade after decade into 
the future.

This growth in demand is related to the population and employment growth in the Lake 
Simcoe and Greater Toronto areas, and while the percentage rates may decrease in the 
future (since the denominator will be larger) there remains considerable potential for 
the absolute value of demand to continue to grow dramatically.

It may further be noted that the 1980s featured both a recession (1982 - 1983) and a 'boom' (1987 - 
1989).
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EXHIBIT 5 - HISTORIC TRENDS IN POPULATION AND TRAFFIC GROWTH

Am W71 ~ w 1971-81 Growth i ism II 1981-91 Growth 1971-91 Growth '• Projected Growth . |

Population 1
Bradford West GwHlimbuty 6,500 11,500 +77% 17,700 +54# + 172% 30,000 to be capacity of na* sewage 

treatment plant ||

Barrie 28,800 38,000* +32% 60,900 +60# + 111%

Simcoe 159,200 225,800 +42% 274,400 +22% + 72%

Muskoka 29,700 36,700 +24% 43,000 + 17# + 45%

Newmarket 17,700 28,200* +59% 42,900 +52% + 142%

Emm Gwiliimbury 8,900 12,600 +42% 17,400 +38% + 96%

King 12,800 15,100* j + 18% 17,400 +15# + 36%

York 161,400 252,300 +56% 476,600 +89% + 195% Ultimate population of 1,000,000 ±

GTA** 2,850,600 3,413,000 +20% 4,004,600 + 17% +41% 6,000,000 population in the 2021-31 time 
frame

Ontario 7,404,900 8,480,000* +15% 9,624,700 +14# 
. ■

+30% Ontario attracts apprawttuwly 50 % of
Canadian immigrants, or 110,000 per
year. Interprovincial migration depends II 
on relative economic itrength. ||

Traffic (Annual Average 
Daily Traffic, AADT)

Highway 400 S. of 88 18,000 29,500 +64% 51,650 +75# + 187%

Highway 11 N. of Bradford 3,200 5,150 +61% 8,900 +73% + 178%

Highway 88 W of Bradford 3,750 5,600 +49% 9,750 +74% + 160%

Highway 9 E of 400 6,000*** 9,400 +57% 19,600 . +109% +227% J
Highway 404 S of Davis Drive - - - 32,000 - 1
* 
o

1980
Greater Toronto Area - Helion, Fact, York, Durham, and Metro Toronto
1972



een land use and transportation 
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tion services/facilities will be made

Places to Grow Act calls fo 
substantially more 
population growth.- •

It is of note that the ‘‘need'* for transportation’nnprovenients is based on the acceptance 
of the planned and proposed future land use patterns in the market area; for this reason 
the approved Official Plans of area municipalities are relied on, rather than unapproved 
speculative forecasts.

By demonstrating the established (historic) link 
demand, and by subsequently documenting the
municipalities, the future demand for transpo
evident. The need for infrastructure improvement will be based on a comparison of 
the future demand with the existing infrastru
improvement thereby established, the study
selection of the best means of accommodating or otherwise dealing with the demand.

re. With the need for transportation 
y then focus on the development and

Correspondingly, it is the purpose of this study to identify feasible improvements in 
the provincial highway system to accommodate the demands which result from land 
use decisions made elsewhere. If adequate or appropriate improvements cannot be 
identified, this information would be passed back to the area municipalities in order 
to trigger a reassessment of land use plans. It is not the purpose or function of the 
current study to challenge or alter municipal or provincial land use plans.

A review of Exhibit 5, in which the population and traffic trends of the past two 
decades in and around the study area are summarized, yields several observations:

• population growth has been continuous and substantial from 1971 to today, with 
both York Region and Bradford - West Gwfllimhury nearly tripling in population 
in the past twenty years;

• more than one quarter of a million people were added to the combined population 
of York Region and Simcoe County in the 1971-1991 period;

* traffic on provincial highways in the area has generally grown at a faster rate than 
the population2, nearly tripling in the 1971-1991 period.

Even with no population growth al all, the factors linking travel demand to population 
are capable of independently producing increased auto usage. In fact, with medium 
and long term land use forecasts based on the premise of continued population growth, 
it is readily apparent that auto demand in general is likely to grow substantially over 
the next 30-40 years.

Based on the planned population increases - Bradford to nearly double, York to more 
than double, GTA to increase by two million, Barrie, Newmarket, and East 
Gwillimbury to continue to grow - it would be reasonable- to posit an increase of at

Among the factors behind this discrepancy are: greater disposable income; increased female 
participation in the work force; "baby boom" children entering the auto market; increased auto 
dependency in areas of suburban sprawl; high house prices forcing longer commuting trips; concentration 
of trips on available roadways; and. growth in popularity of cottages and recreation activities north of 
the study area.
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least 100 percent in provincial highway traffic demand within the study area in the 
same time frame.

In the east-west direction, an increase of this magnitude, however gradual, would 
result in Highway 88 handling an average volume of traffic in the 20,000 vehicle per 
day range, with summer traffic considerably higher. This is well beyond the capacity 
of the existing two lane roadway3 and would be of particular impact within, the 
urbanized area of Bradford, where local needs such as parking, signals, turning moves, 
and so on act to impede the flow of through traffic. As conditions deteriorated, it 
would be expected that "cut-through" traffic would appear on residential streets as 
frustrated motorists attempted to avoid "main street" congestion. If adequate capacity 
is in place, however, this situation need not arise; the justification for a "Bradford 
Bypass" project is in large part based on ensuring that the capacity of the transportation 
system in the study area is appropriately matched to the demands placed on it at all 
times, so that the system is neither wasteful nor excessively congested.

2J23 Travel Demand Forecasting

With the overall conditions and trends in the study area established, a traffic demand 
forecast model was run utilizing the Region of York’s EMME/2 computer model and 
accepted land use, employment, and population figures for the entire area of influence. 
It should be noted that the model is a simulation technique suited to understanding 
large-scale travel patterns and includes only inter-zonal trips (i.e. trips within 
Newmarket, for example, are not shown). The 31 zones used are listed in Exhibit 8.

Exhibits 6 and 7 illustrate the existing major road network with a.m. peak hour 
modelled inter-zonal demands of 1991 and 2011 applied to it. It may be observed that 
a considerable degree of congestion already exists (even without showing the local 
intrazonal trips) and that it would both intensify and expand geographically under 
future demands. This clearly points to the "need" for improvements in the 
transportation situation, even under current levels of demand.

The congestion shown in Exhibits 6 and 7 is in fact a manifestation of travel desires 
not being adequately accommodated on the existing road network. In order to more 
fully understand the desires of the market place, and hence plan a transportation system 

■ which reflects those desires, a "select link" analysis was carried out. Using a scenario 
in which Highway 404 is extended northerly towards Keswick and a new link is 
established between Highways 400 and 404 south of Cook’s Bay, the east-west travel 
on the new link may be analyzed to determine its (modelled.) origin and destination 
patterns. Exhibit 8 presents the results of this analysis.

Peak hour traffic volume is generally 8 - 10 percent of the total daily volume. Roadway capacity at the 
design Level of Service for a multi-lane high standard arterial highway is approximately 1,200 vehicles 
per hour per lane per direction, and for a controlled access freeway 1,800 vehicles per hour per lane 
per direction. Ute capacity of existing Highway 88 within Bradford is approximately 600 veiVh/dir.
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Need both the by-pass and 
upgraded regional roads

The key points which can be drawn from Exhibit 8 are that there is considerable 
demand from long distance commuter traffic for crossing over between the two north
south freeway corridors (400 and 404) T and that the total volume of long distance 
traffic between Highways 400 and 404 is sufficient to warrant a high standard four lane 
roadway (independent ofany localtraffic which may alsousetheroute). Long 
distance travel, for the purposes of the demand analysis, is considered to include ah 
trips neither originating in or destined to the traffic zones in which the 400 - 404 link 
is located. All other trips are designated as locally-oriented travel.

As the following figures indicate, no matter where a new 400 - 404 link highway is 
located there is substantial long distance travel demand for it

I
■
■
■
■
■
i

■
■
■

400 - 404 Link Location Assumed Road Type for 
Modelling Purposes*

Modelled Twa Way 2011 
AM Peak Hour Leng 

Distance Travel Volume 
(reh/h)***

North of Highway 88 ("Bradford Bypass") 4RFD 120 2700

Highway 9 / Green Lan©** 4 UAU 100 1100

Between Aurora and Newmarket 4RFD 120 2800

Between Richmond Hill and Aurora 4 RFD 120 1700

Highway 407 6RFD 120 5300

* No. of lanes; Rural / Urban cross-section; Freeway / Arterial type; Divided / Undivided roadway; design 
speed (20 km/h > posted speed)

** 4 lane arterial roadway assumed, based on current municipal plans; a freeway in this corridor was not
modelled.

*** "Long distance" is defined as trips between 400 and 404 with neither an origin nor rirarinarinn within the area 
directly served by the roadway under consideration.

While the specific attributes of each corridor will be dealt with in Section 7.4 of this 
EAP, the demand forecasting information presented above is brought forward as 
evidence of the nature and extent of travel demand needs in the area under study. All 
of the above scenarios represent a constant land use scenario, a transportation system 
that includes substantially greater transit use than today’s levels and a road network 
which operates at or near its capacity in key corridors. It is therefore evident that, if 
there were to be no new highway 400 - Highway 404 link, significant. impact on the 
remainder of the road network would result.

It may be noted that the demand forecasts are for considerably greater volumes than 
those which were used in the 1970s to establish the need and justification for the east
west Highway 89 Extension south of Cook’s Bay. The most significant factors 
contributing to this increase in demand are:

I • the current municipal growth forecasts for the Greater Toronto Area are higher than 
in the past;

I • Highway 404 has emerged as a freeway concept southeast of T-ake Simcoe;
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• the study focus has shifted to an area of greater population and employment 
densities; and,

• Socio-economic and demographic conditions have generated greater travel demand 
than originally projected (see footnote, p. 14).

It therefore follows that the previously-established and accepted need for improved 
east-west roadway facilities south of Lake Simcoe has only been reinforced by the 
current work, and that nothing has occurred in the meantime to accommodate or 
alleviate that Deed.

23 Rationale for the Problem / Opportunity Statement

There are four basic problems and two inities that are the impetus for the
current study, as stated in Section 2.1 ■ Based on the background information.provided 
in Section 2.2, the rationale for making each of these statements will be documented 
in this Section.

23.1 Problems

23.1.1 Traffic Problems

Traffic operational and distribution problems exist as a result of the incomplete and 
fragmented nature of the provincial highway system in the study area, particularly with 
respect to the termination of provincial highways at lower-capacity municipal roadways 
(e.g. Highway 9 at Davis Drive, Highway 404 at Davis Drive).

Theprovincialhighway system isintendedtocarrypeopleandgoodsoverlong 
distances at high speeds and in safe conditions. In the northern part of York Region 
and southern Simcoe County, the existing highway system accommodates some trips 
well and others not at all. The latter group is therefore forced to use the municipal 
road network, which is intended to serve local access and distribution needs and is thus 
incompatible with long distance demands. Th© excess demands placed on the 
municipal road system result in congestion and out-of-way travel, affecting both 
motorists and the surrounding community.

Several examples of such long distance trips serve to illustrate this problem.

Long Distance Trip 
(Examples)

... _

Trip Route Via Average Speed (km/h)

Pror* Hwy. # Municipal Rd. Prov. Hwy. Municipal R<L |

Toronto - Barrie 400 none 100 1
Keswick *■ Vaughan 400, 88 Queensville 100, 80 60

Barrie - Markham 400,404 Major Mackenzie 100 60 1

Orangeville -> Lindsay 9 Davis Drive 80 40  J



2.3.13 Road Discontinuities

This provides an inadequate level of service for long distance travellers, and plays a 
significant role in generating the congestion shown on Exhibit 6.

■** • .*• s.

Inefficient, out-of-the-way travel results from the presence of physical and operational 
discontinuities in the major road network, particularly with respect to the barrier to 
east-west travel formed by the lack of a crossing ofthe Holland River north of Highway 
11 at Bradford.

Given that virtually all long distance travel in the area under study must use or cross 
Highway 400 and I or Highway 404, the indirect, discontinuous road network currently 
linking the two corridors is unsuited to the task. Only one municipal road north of 
Highway 7 (Major Mackenzie Drive in Richmond Hill) has an interchange with both 
400 and 404. Of course, Lake Simcoe itself forms an unbridgeable barrier to east-west 
traffic, which means that there is no highway link between the parallel 400 and 404 
corridors for more than 85 km north of Highway 7.

Within the area immediately south of Cook’s Bay, the Holland River forms a 15 km 
long barrier to east-west travel, crossed only by Highway 11 at Bradford. Since the 
Concession Road system is based on an approximate 2 fan grid, this clearly forms a 
substantial interruption to the traffic distribution network. As the only link in the grid 
network, the Highway 11 Holland River structure must handle both north-south and 
east-west travel. For trips around I-ake Simcoe, the lack of a crossing north of 
Highway 11 adds up to 15 km of out-of-way travel.

23.13 Future Demand Growth Implications

■ The current transportation system is not adequate in terms of both capacity and 
location I orientation to accommodate future travel demand, particularly with respect 
to the significant growth in travel demand forecast for trips to, from, through and 
within the study area.

Exhibit 7 in Section 2.2.3 highlights the implications of applying future demands, on 
the current transportation system. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, the long term growth 
in travel demand in the area cannot be accommodated at an acceptable level of service 
by the "status quo" transportation facilities and services. The problems which result 
affect both the transportation system and the planned development scenario, with 
negative effects on existing and future communities.

I 23.1.4 Lack of Long Term Plan

The transportation and land use concepts of municipal Official Plans in the study ansa 
rely to a considerable extent on the presence of the provincial highway network the 
lack of a defined, approved long term highway network plan in rhe northern part of 
York Region and southern Simcoe County places constraints on the provincial and 
municipal planning process in the area.
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The ability to achieve the development goals of York Region and of the Greater 
Toronto Area (GTA) is dependent on a transportation system being in place which 
supports those goals. In the absence of a long term "highway plan there is a risk of 
development plans being initiated which are incompatible with the ultimate highway 
plan or which even preclude key elements of the desired plan.

The consequences of there being an incompatibility between transportation and land use 
strategies are considerable. It is therefore very important that key elements of the long 
term highway network be identified, planned for, and approved at an early stage. 
Given the rate of development in the study area, there is considerable urgency to this 
problem.

23.2 Opportunities

2*3.2.1 Relieve Congestion

There is potential for an improved transportation system to relieve some roadways 
which are currently (or are forecast to be) severely congested, and which suffer 
consequences as a result of congestion in the form of higher noise levels, increased 
community disruption, decreased safety, and inhibition of development.

The fact that parts of the existing municipal road system, despite its local service 
function, must accommodate long distance commuter and recreational traffic has been 
noted in Section 2.3.1.1. The negative impacts on the community of any roadway are 
therefore considerably accentuated by the additional traffic. Conversely, relieving 
municipal roads of this traffic has the potential to significantly reduce such negative 
effects.

The opportunity to relieve congestion and its effects, both now and in the future, is 
dependent on there being a viable altemative(s) which, on balance, has less impact on 
the environment.

23.23 Protect Property

The opportunity to define and protect an adequate property envelope for the “ultimate" 
transportation system before all feasible routes / corridors are committed to other uses 
or are developed is in many cases a vital part of a successfid community plan.

In planning for a resolution to the identified transportation problems and opportunities 
south of Lake Simcoe, the constraints posed by existing natural and man-made 
conditions must be recognized. The tendency is for those constraints to only become 
greater over time. For example, as Bradford expands, existing major transportation 
corridors such as Highways 11 and 88 are likely to become lined with commercial, 
residential, and industrial development; correspondingly, increased human activity 
makes it even more important to preserve remaining natural areas.

In this context, it is important to take the opportunity at this time to assess the long 
term transportation needs of the area and, if any significant improvements or new 
facilities are going to be needed, to identify the affected areas so that adequate property
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can be set aside for transportation purposes prior to it being developed or otherwise 
constrained any further.

The determination of a long term transportation plan will also help shape future 
development so as to reflect that plan, thereby minimizing waste and inefficiency as 
well as cost and community disruption in the future, The definition of property 
requirements at as early a stage as possible is also very important to those property 
owners directly affected by the plans.

23.3

R
Summary of Rationale for the Statement of Problem / Opportunity

In Section 2.2, the longstanding and widely-endorsed understanding of the 
transportation problems in the area south of Lake Simcoe were highlighted, along with 
the prospects for future demand growth. The operationally and physically 
discontinuous and fragmented nature of the existing road network in the area under 
study does not adequately accommodate long distance (provincial) travel.

■ Section 2.2.3 highlighted the fact that increases of major proportions are projected in 
local, long distance commuter, and recreational road traffic in the long term. Given 
that the existing road system is, at key points such as the Highway / Highway 11 
intersection in Bradford, operating today under unacceptable peak period congestion 
conditions, the need to act to both resolve existing problems and to accommodate 
future demands is apparent. In doing so, the opportunity arises to address the related 
issues of roadway arid community safety, traffic diversion on local roads, unnecessary 
energy usage and auto emissions, and delay due to congestion.

■
■
I

The available opportunities to address the transportation problems of the study area 
will diminish over time due to increasing constraints in both the natural and human 
environments. As opportunities decrease, needs will increase. It is therefore 
important to identify the reasonable long term provincial transportation interests in the 
study area as early as possible, and to define and designate whatever property or right- 
of-way which may be required in order to preserve the ability to act on those interests. 
It is also important that plans be defined so that the community can develop in such 
a way as to reflect those plans.

■
I

2.4 Study Objectives

In light of the problems and opportunities present in the study area, the objectives of 
the current study are;

I

• to identify the preferred alternative to address the transportation probiems / 
opportunities outlined in Section 2.1

• to identify a preferred alternative that has acceptable / mitigatable eSxB <* the 
natural, social, economic and cultural environments

* to prepare a preliminary design for those aspects of any transportation improvements 
that may be associated with the preferred alternative and which fall within the 
jurisdiction of the MTQ
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I • to identify a preferred alternative which can be implemented at an acceptable cost

• to conduct the study so as to incorporate consultation with the public and with any 
interested or affected agencies / organizations, in accordance with the Environmental 
Assessment Act of Ontario
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3. PROPOSED STUDY PROCESS

The process for a study of this type takes into account both the requirements of the 
Environmental Assessment Act and the necessary technical work for a project of this 
scope and complexity.

The proposed sequence of key events and stages of analysis are summarized in a 
preliminary form in Exhibit 9. The dates and activity lengths are estimates only at this 
time, but represent a "best guess" as to a reasonable study schedule; it is common for 
such schedules to shift and change as a project of this scope evolves, particularly in 
response to public input and external review. Subsequent sections in this report outline 
in greater detail the elements of the key activities, including the preposed public 
involvement process .

The process is intended to provide for periods of public and external review at key 
stages, as well as for a continuous, evolutionary approach to the technical work 
involved. The process is flexible, and can readily accommodate unforeseen 
circumstances, yet remains focused on the goals of defining an appropriate solution to 
the identified problems and seeking approval for that solution. A "flow chart" 
outlining the process of analyzing and evaluating alternatives follows as Exhibit 10.

Beginning from the initial context - area conditions, defined needs / opportunities, 
defined study area, and related experience - the study process is first intended to 
identify a range of reasonable alternatives. Those alternatives will be screened on the 
basis of their ability to address the transportation problems / opportunities summarized 
in Section 2.2.4. Less promising alternatives will be set aside. The remaining 
alternatives will be developed and analyzed in more detail, and the process repeated, 
until a preferred alternative is defined. This process will necessarily be an iterative 
procedure, and will be influenced by the input of all those with an interest in the study 
- technical staff, local residents, interest groups, affected agencies, elected officials, 
and more.

A "preferred alternative" will still need more detailed development and assessment of 
its impacts. This will be carried to a preliminary design level of detail, but will not 
go so far as to constitute detailed construction plans. The preliminary design level of 
detail is generally more than adequate in terms of the information needed to submit the 
project for Environmental Assessment approval, and will provide the public with a 
good appreciation of the alternatives, their impacts, and rationale for a recommended 
plan.
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EXHIBIT 9: PROPOSED STUDY PROCESS / SCHEDULE

Study Stage Major Activity Schedule (Anticipated)

Environmental Assessment Proposal

Public

Preliminary Design

Environmental Assessment Report

leyond Scope of Study

i

Public Review Phase, including Public Information Centre(s)

Generation of Alternatives and 
Selection of preferred Alternative

• prepare EA Proposal
• gather study area information
• assess basic options

• develop preliminary design for 
preferred alternative

♦ define impacts, mitigation 
measures for preferred 
alternative

• inventory of study area 
conditions

• develop and analyze 
alternatives

• define preferred alternative

Environmental Assessment Review 
(MOEE)

document study process in EA 
Report
agency and government 
presubmission review of draft 
EA Report
submission of EA Report

• concurrent government and 
public review of EA 
submission

• public review of government 
review

7
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4. ANALYSIS AREA FOR ALTERNATIVES TO THE UNDERTAKING

The area of study is defined by the locationfs) of the identified problems, together with 
the reasonable and possible location^) for solutions to the problem.

Exhibit 11 summarizes die locations of the key problems identified in the Statement 
of Problem / Opportunity. It is evident that the area of greatest concern is roughly that 
bounded by Highway 400, Lake Simcoe, Leslie Street / Woodbine Avenue, and 
Highway 9. Significant growth is projected in this area and it is also where long 
distance north-south traffic must "split" to travel around either the east or west sides 
of Lake Simcoe.

It may be possible, however, to address some of the problems within this area by 
solutions located elsewhere (for example, a highway link which diverts through traffic 
away from the problem area), but it must be recognized that the farther the possible 
"solutions” are removed from the problem area, the less likely they are to be effective 
in resolving the problems. In the past, highway proposals intended to at least partially 
address the movement of long distance traffic through the study area have identified 
as far south as Highway 407 and as far north as Highway 89.

Exhibit 12 shows both the "area of problem / opportunity" and the "study area for 
alternatives to the undertaking". There is no evidence that transportation initiatives 
beyond the study area shown would have a significant effect on the identified 
problems. A more specific definition of the study area is as follows:

West Boundary - Highway 27: based on Highway 400 being the western limit of any 
physical improvement and the potential related environmental / traffic effects extending 
as far west as the Highway 27 corridor.

North Boundary - Highway 89 / Cook’s Bay / Ravenshoe Road; based on the 
Highway 89 Extension EA study (1979/84) which had focused on problems identified 
in the current study (i.e. road network discontinuity, out-of-way travel around Lake 
Simcoe, etc.).

East Boundary - Kennedy Road; based on a northerly projection of Highway 404 
being the interface between the current study and the Highway 404 Extension study, 
and with potential related interchange locations and J or environmental and traffic 
effects extending one concession farther to the east.

South Boundary - Highway 407; based on it being the southernmost major 
transportation corridor where significant improvements could possibly have a 
noticeable impact an travel patterns within and through the area of identified problems.
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Long distance travel is currently not directly and efficiently served by the existing 
transportation system in the study area, therefore the basic goal of this exercise is to 
determine the most appropriate and effective means of redressing this problem. 
Alternatives could include the improvement of existing transportation facilities and 
services, the provision of new facilities and / or service, the management of travel 
demand, or a combination of some or all of these.

Matching the transportation "supply" to the demands placed on it requires an 
understanding of:

• market needs (travel demand)
• existing problems (congestion, out-of-way travel)
• constraints and opportunities present
• facility / mode operational design guidelines
• transportation planning strategic goals

It is understood that any measure proposed must be viable, cost-effective, and 
implementable within the context of the above-noted points.

The following text elaborates on the five points, with reference to the conditions in the 
area under study. Based on this, a set of generation criteria will then be established, 
and a set of reasonable alternatives which correspond to the criteria will be developed.

4.1 Alternative Generation Criteria

4.1.1 Market Needs

The demand for travel within the study area can be grouped into three basic types;

• regular I daily commuter trips;
• recreational and long distance travel; and,
• local social / shopping / school / non-business trips.

As trips within each of these categories take place, convergent patterns by orientation, 
time of day, time of week, and time of year become apparent. The transportation 
infrastructure, modes and services in place attempt to reflect and accommodate these 
demand patterns as best they can. The constraints (e.g. fiscal, policy, environmental) 
placed on the system and its inherent inefficiencies exacerbate the impact of any 
physical limitations (e.g. "missing links"), and the resulting system itself influences the 
demands placed on it. For example, it is well understood that a key factor in location 
of new businesses is the relative availability and quality of transportation service at a 
particular site or area.

The regular daily traveller is considered to be most sensitive to travel time, as many 
commuters have selected their homes on the basis of the routes available in the existing 
transportation system. In other words, commuters may be content with their current 
routes but wish to be able to travel in an uncongested manner during peak periods. 
Conversely, recreational and intercity trips are less oriented towards "rush hour" or

These require, both provincial and regional solutions-
Commuter trips within the communities and local trips 
should be addressed by local / regional roads - long distance travel 
should be segregated and addressed by the province.
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4.1.2

I
peak periods, but are concerned with the most direct and efficient means of passing 
through the study area. To this group, the continuity of road type and integrity of the 
road network are key factors. Finally, local travel generally consists of many short 
trips taken throughout the day, which mostly utilize the municipal road system. Due 
to the relatively short trips and flexibility of trip times and routes, this segment of the 
market is less likely to be affected by major highway facilities or improvements in 
Comparison to the Other groups. Need highways and region

roads

The transportation system should reflect the needs of all of the segments of the maria* 
by providing a full range of facilities and services.^Although some segments may be 
smaller in size than others (e.g. long distance traffic vs local commuters), the system 
mast still meet their needs.

The criteria which emerge to generate alternatives based on market needs are 
therefore:

• access to major population I employment centres - the demand for local / 
commuter travel is a direct reflection of proximity to key origin and destination 
centres, and the linkage of such centres is a basic function of the provincial highway 
system 

hierarchy of facilities and services - a full range of alternatives should be available 
to the travelling public 

capability of serving all sectors of the market - trucks, tourists, commuters and 
local traffic should all be accommodated

• minimum total vehicle kilometres of travel (VKD~ for a given demand, the lower 
the VKT the more efficient the transportation system is (reflected in less vehicle 
emissions, fuel use, and travel time)

• high quality of service - cost, convenience, comfort, safety and travel time are key 
factors in transportation decisions

Existing Problems

One of the basic goals of any transportation improvement project is to contribute to the 
resolution of existing and anticipated future problems. These problems are reflected 
in areas of congestion which force travellers to suffer delays, use alternative routes, 
travel at non-peak times, avoid trips or relocate a trip end so as to avoid the problem. 
Knowledge of the location, extent and reasons for existing problem situations, as well 
as areas in which future growth will create problems, are important factors in 
generating alternative solutions. A "solution" which simply defers or relocates the 
problem is not considered viable.

• improvement in Level of Service - if the alternative has the effect of reducing or 
diverting demand in congested areas, or if it increases the capacity in those 
locations, it will contribute to the resolution of the problem
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♦ future capacity - a long term solution which will continue to function effectively 
and beneficially as travel demand in York Region grows is desirable

4.1.3 Constraints and Opportunities

The ability to improve the transportation system is often constrained in many respects, 
to the point where improvements are impossible. These constraints may be natural or 
man-made, physical or policy-related, inherent or contextual. Conversely, the ability 
to find a successful solution is often a function of the opportunities available. 
Opportunities can be goal-driven (e.g. fulfilling a previously-defined policy or planning 
objective) or constraint-driven (e.g. defining a corridor for a new road to avoid its 
preclusion by future development).

The location of proposed transportation improvements can be influenced by 
development patterns, physical features and topography of the land, policies related to 
protection of the natural environment, the desire to minimize negative impacts on the 
quality of life of area residents, and the economic environment which weights the many 
tradeoffs which must be made. Theses factors combine to form a complex situation 
in which a new or improved transportation facility is a minor element vet which has 
a multifaceted and far-reaching effect. The key strategy for generating alternatives in 
this context is to respect the environment. Essentially, a "path of least resistance" 
must be found, as representative of a solution which has the least negative impact on 
the environment. At the same time, the positive impacts of transportation 
improvements must be recognized, and it must be kept in mind that the net impact (i.e. 
after applying mitigation measures and offsetting negative effects with improvements 
elsewhere) is to be considered. Underlying all of this, of course, is the need to fulfil 
the objectives of the exercise; a new roadway which is environmentally benign but 
does not go where its users want it to go is no solution at all.

Alternatives will be generated which reflect the following criteria:

• minimum negative impact on the natural environment - considering the net 
impact, after mitigation, of the alternative

maximum distance from existing residential immunities - the presence of 
established residential communities and the concerns of their inhabitants should be 
respected, with distance as a key indicator of potential proximity-related impacts and 
concerns

• acceptable capital / operating cost - a key constraint on feasibility is funding, and 
while "lowest cost" is an inappropriate criterion, some measure of financial viability 
is relevant.

4.1.4 Operational Design Guidelines

Whatever facility or mode that is put in place must be designed to accommodate the 
demands placed on it. The design criteria for a local roadway for example, are such 
that it cannot accommodate high volumes of traffic moving at speed typical of
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freeways. Design criteria therefore reflect users’ needs, which leads back to the 
market segmentation outlined in Section 4.L.L.

I
Different needs = different 
solutions

The design of a. transportation servicft which accommodates the needs of a tong

An important aspect of design guidelines is their consistency in application across a 
region and across the province. This is the basis of safe, reliable, predictable 
operation.

distance or recreational traveller in the study area would he ba.sed on: high speed; no 
stops; capability to accommodate goods and people; no modal transfers; and flexible 
origin-destination patterns. For those who regularly commute to or from the area, the 
guidelines would be somewhat different: access to a high speed service leading to 
major employment centres; travel via a hierarchy of local-collector-express elements 
with stops tolerated at local and collector levels; maximum of one mode transfer; focus 
on accommodation of people. Local trips place less emphasis on high speed / express 
travel, but require routing flexibility and goods movement capability.

It is evident that no single facility can be designed to accommodate all of these needs 
"instead, a system is required which provides a range of facilities and services.

Ithis is what they ended up with~~l
Alternative generation criteria which reflect the operational design guidelines follow;

• high travel speed - reflects route directness, ease and number of modal transfers, 
system Level of Service, and market strength

• adequate capacity relative to demand - congestion is eliminated only when 
adequate capacity exists

• consistency - continuity in mode / facility type over the whole trip, avoidance of 
route discontinuities, and a clearly understandable role in the system hierarchy are 
basic planning principles

4.1.5 Transportation Planning Strategic Goals

Planning goals that have been expressed at the provincial, regional, and municipal 
levels all reflect the needs and aspirations of the affected communities. It is therefore 
important that transportation decisions be made in the context of such plans. 
Furthermore, where such plans do not exist it is necessary to either build in the 
necessary features to provide flexibility in future development, or to develop the 
alternative as the basis of future network development.

Criteria are:

• compatibility with Official Plans - all OPs in study area are affected

• flexibility - opportunities to construct, operate and expand the alternative in several 
different ways need to be considered
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* support of / compatibility with Provincial goals - alternatives are affected by goals 
such as those associated with the nodal development concept for the Greater Toronto 
Aiea, environmental policies, parks development and transportation system concepts

4.2 Summary of Generation Criteria

Need local rebional and 

 

provincial ro§Ws.

The following table summarizes the criteria to be used in generating alternatives, as 
outlined in previous Section 4.1. i . i

Group Criteria j

l. Muket Needs a) Access to major population / employment centra I
b) Hierarchy of facilities and services A ||
cl Capability of serving all sectors of the market |
d) Minimum total vehicle kilometres of travel
e) High Quality of Service

2. Existing Problems a) Improvement in Level of Service
b) Future Capacity

3. Constraints and Opportunities a) Minimuni negative impact on the natural environment 
bl Maximum distance from residential communities 
c) Acceptable Capital / Operating Cost

4. Operational Design
Guidelines

a) High Travel Speed
b) Adequate capacity relative to demand
c) Consistency

5. Strategic Goals a) Compatibility with Official Plans
b) Flexibility
c) Support of compatibility with provincial goals
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5. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES TOBE CONSIDERED

The Environmental Assessment Act requires that "all reasonable alternatives” be 
considered, including "alternatives to the undertaking" and "alternative methods of 
carrying out the undertaking". At this early stage in the study the "alternatives to" and 
"alternative methods" must cover a broad range of reasonable possibilities until enough 
information is available to identify what the proposed "undertaking* is.

There are four groups of "alternatives to the undertaking" which can be initially 
considered: in light of the study objectives; in the knowledge of the opportunities and 
constraints present within the study area; and, with the gnManea provided by the 
Environmental Assessment Act These are:

• Do Nothing
• Manage Transportation Demand
• Improve Existing Facility Types and I or Modes
• Introduce New Facility Types and / or Modes

At this stage of the study an intentionally extensive list of alternatives - essentially all 
transportation facilities, modes, and services currently in use in North American urban 
and rural areas - has been developed, so that the analysis can occur on an equitable and 
comprehensive basis.

A description of each follows:

a) Do Nothing

b)

This alternative (used as a base case for reference purposes) assumes the 
maintenance of the "status quo” of transportation infrastructure and services (as of

f

Manage Transportation Demand

1993), with no significant changes or actions being taken 
expand infrastructure, or improve operations. Go Transit

This would include the implementation of measures to reduce, shift, or eliminate 
transportation demand to the point where there is no longer a need for improved 
transportation infrastructure / operation within the study area.

There are several ways in which transportation demand can be managed; for 
example:

• reduce peak hour congestion by spreading peak period demand over longer 
periods (e.g. through encouragement of staggered work hours or goods delivery)

• shift transportation demand patterns to areas where there are fewer 
transportation infrastructure / operation problems or where better transportation 
opportunities exist (e.g. encouraging development in target areas, densification, 
development in nodes around transit lines)
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• eliminate any increases in transportation demand (e.g. through caps on 
development, encouraging telecommuting, etc.)

• directly manage the use of the existing transportation system so as to maintain 
demand at a level commensurate with capacity (e.g. through metered access, 
congestion pricing, etc.)

• reduce vehicular demand by using fewer vehicles to carry the same (or more) 
amount of people and goods (e.g. through encouraging High Occupancy Vehicle 
use and / or discouraging one-occupant vehicle use)

c) Improve Existing Facility Types and / or Modes

Theexistingsystemforcarryingpeopleandgoodswithinandthroughthestudy 
area consists almost exclusively of roadways and roadway-based modes. It is 
technically possible to move by rail, air, or water between selected points within 
the study area, but only in a circuitous, slow, and costly manner. Since there is 
only one existing commercial airport, no east-west rail lines, and no significant 
navigable waterways within the area, modes! facilities of these types are dealt with 
as "new" types in the following Section (d).

In considering roadway options, both facilities and the various modes which use 
those facilities can be considered as elements of "alternatives" to the undertaking. 
The existing roadways include provincial highways and various municipal 
roadways; the modes currently in use include autos, buses, trucks, bicycles, and 
walking.

The improvement of existing roadways / modes could take the form of;

• roadway operational improvements - improve the operations of the existing 
system, for example by using one-way roads, advanced traffic signalling, and 
electronic traffic management techniques, such that an adequate level of service 
is offered road users. This incorporates modal operational improvements such 
as those associated with Intelligent Vehicle i Highway Systems, as such 
improvements are integrally related to improvements in the operation of the 
roadway system itself.

• roadway infrastructure improvements - through widening, twinning, grade 
separation, spot improvements, etc., upgrade one or more existing roads in 
order to expand their capacity and improve operations.

• roadway infrastructure addition - introduce a new roadway in the study area,
thereby adding new capacity to the existing transportation system.__ Such a
roadway could take many forms (freeway, expressway, highway or arterial), 
would have several alignment options, and have countless design alternatives 
(structures, intersections, grade separations, cross-section, mitigating features, 
etc.). Infrastructure options related to other modes currently in use (bicycles, 
walking) could be introduced as well, including bicycle / foot paths.
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• roadway-based modal addition - introduce new roadway-oriented modes, thereby 
increasing the capacity of the system to move people and goods, and potentially 
(through new modes such as buses, vanpools, etc.) increase the efficiency of the 
system.

d) Introduce New (Non-Roadwav) Facility Types and / or Modes

Those facility or mode types that are not present in the study area may be 
introduced in order to expand the capacity of the transportation system, offer a new 
choice to the user, and contribute to the resolution of the stated problems and 
opportunities. As outlined in previous section (c), "new" modes would be air, rail, 
or water-based, and would require the associated infrastructure such as airports, 
railways, and lake / river / canal systems respectively. The "new*1 rail alternative 
could be further subdivided into interurban passenger rail (VIA, GO trains'), intra
urban passenger rail (Subway, Light Rail (LRT)), and freight rail (CN, CP).

In the context of the EA Act’s definitions of "alternatives to" and “alternative 
methods", a roadway intended for exclusive use by buses (aka Busway / 
Transitway) would also be considered a "new facility type" in the study area.

It should be noted that the existing rail service in the area is limited to a few 
selected points; it is not considered a "reasonable" existing alternative with respect 
to east-west travel needs and will be considered a "new facility” for the purposes 
of the current study.

e) Combined Alternatives

Various combinations of the alternatives listed under the four broad groupings 
above can also be considered. However, since the possible combinations are 
almost infinite in scope, they will not be listed individually at this stage.
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6, GENERATION OF REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES TO TgE UNDERTAKING

6.1 Anahsh Table

In the previous section, the possible transportation modes, facilities, and services was 
presented. The application of the "generation criteria for alternatives" from Section 
4 to the alternatives available, with reference to the problems and opportunities present 
in the study area, provides the basis for carrying forward with a select group of 
alternatives as "reasonable" options for more detailed evaluation. The generation of 
alternatives is thus essentially a screening technique to identify alternatives which are 
relevant to the issue at hand, and to set aside those which are not.

Exhibit 13 summarizes the effectiveness of each alternative with respect to the 
generation criteria.

6.2 Summary of Analysis

This section includes a written assessment of the alternatives (based on the tabulated 
material in Section 6.1) leading to a set of conclusions being reached as to which 
alternative^) are worthy of carrying forward for more detailed study. It begins with 
a review of the alternatives as "standalone" alternatives which would be implemented 
in isolation (Section 6.2.1), and then presents the possibilities for combined alternatives 
(Section 6.2.2). If an alternative is "screened out" at this stage, it is intended to not 
address that alternative nor any of its component alternative methods any further 
throughout the remainder of the study.

6.2.1 Standalone Alternatives

In considering the alternatives available, the alternatives which are carried forward 
must make a significant contribution towards addressing the problems / opportunities 
identified (either on its own or in combination with another alternative). A solution 
which is environmentally benign or has a low cost, yet does not resolve the 
transportation problems is not a "reasonable” alternative.

The following discussion deals with each of the individual alternatives as presented in 
Exhibit 13; combinations of alternatives are considered in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1.1 Do Nothing

The "Do Nothing" approach is inherently incapable of resolving problems, and can. 
therefore not be actively pursued as a "solution". Since the preliminary screening of 
alternatives indicated that there are several options which are worthy of being carried 
forward, there is no point in carrying the "Do Nothing" alternative forward as well. 
It is therefore set aside as a "reasonable alternative", but will continue to be referred 
to as a "base line" through the process of analysis of other alternatives and remains 
available in the event of all other alternatives being unacceptable.
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EXHIBIT 13: GENERATION OF ALTERNATIVES

| Group
Ctiwwite CtK'rin Atternftih* to Hie Lfodectaklnr

Da Ncrtlilifl Manage Demand {No Ntw InfrwInJttarc)

Peak ^pCMdklf Demand Rdocalte* Dmand Cap Direct MaMgeeoeat Improve Vatlda 
U«I tadtoa

1. Martel Noed* nJ Aocma to major population / cutpkymenl arm* Ym, fbr existing centre* Yea Ye* • to u*m on najor 
centre*

Ym Yw Ym

b) Hierarchy of bcllltK* «** rervta* Basic felftentchy In pUoc hul 
not complete: no ctamge

No taprot Nq tapoed N» impart Na tapwet Hotels*

a) Capability of rorvinfi «U reotora n( iho rsorloM Yrt Y<u Ym Yen Yea Ye*

d) Minimum total vehicle kilomelf** of travel Poor due to oul-of-way
travel around 
duuxjottauttiea

No ctungo - icmaim par per capita VKT gradually
reduced

ircreaw in VKTm 
dcvclt^nxni aoaure 
etaewtere

No chance - remain* poor per capita VICT rediwad

c) High Qmlity of Servta Poor and deteriorating 
lend*

Poor Pear Peer - no deterioration P<W - greater oaat placed 
conaHUty

Root . greater emptauia ec 
Ibm ooittonlcnl mode* 
(bui, carpool)

3. Exllllag Problem* ■) Improvement {a LcVd of Service DeleytaMlidtt In future Negligible to minor Ml 
wcriil tagntrrewftftk

Creator we of cutting 
reafo .’. ICS detetkfl*faa 
within urban areal

Na cfeogs from current Minor ncl overall 
janptcmantsd

NcgU^Mo to nunor net 
wcroH ing«yren«i

b) Future Capacity Ko rV* cecity Na new capacity No capacity provided; road 
for n=w opacity trahaftd

No new capacity; growifr- 
nstated iKccb dtalnaled

No new capacity No new opacity;
a)ten»l’i*® ««W* 
tococnoodato groa.’th need*

3. CccAntaa nd Qppyjvjfikta 4 Mtolmw tarpon to Mfowrt
esviftMimcnt

Air pcV.vtW tesrcwG da> 
to ooogeilwn rod auto
fcfiancc; Mt lie physical 
taper*

Unite irrgwiA Unift taqart LiHte taped Link irnpad 1 Minor preitw* tajo« on
air quality

b) Mulnuti dutaoce from rwldczitlal ootnromijea Incre*^ impact due to 
high# volume* oaexiiting 
rood*

No change No change Ko Change Increased Inpact u traflfc 
dirette to avoid n&naged 
road*

No abuse*

c) AeatyUbio eopital 1 OpcmtijQg «ul* Low dtpiial ooat AtattMl n> roil Iecmred transit demand 
tapGc* higher coat*

No capital coal; poteolbtCy 
■lgnifiornt eoowndo <x*t to 
ana

Moderate ImpkiTKiiwiioii 
and operating voet

Lew capital cool; xnadorele 
engaing «peneee

4. Opcmtiouftl Dc4j(d QufdcliriM a} Kith larval spaed htor *nd deteriorating in
future

Poor - iprcadJ cocgo*tion 
io ihouldef period* .

Poor ml dcteriorolirg Ko improvsinani «n 
oxhtutg epood

Minor net taptnvement 
Intended

liltie Impart fn peak
period*

b) Adeqiade wjwdty reUufae in demwd LkulufHlc capacity in 
ae vend ■«»*

Le*< peak demand reduce* 
opacity need* ■liekly

Dcnsmls mere cioaety 
rcflert capacity

krak^ptefc capacity zanalna 
in ecvcml araee

Ufctgc wcirolkd m u to 
m< exceed copatrily

Vehicular demand reduced 
rornowi*

<d Comkiency Route aud rervicc 
ditgooilDidUM axlta

Dtaoonfunullee rermln Dkooniinulilea rerewi* DieoctUitiultk* whhIr Dnaoaimultw* icaala. DuooniinultiM amndn

5. Strategic Goal* k) OtxnpMibilily with Official Phns No; growth plane rexjulrc 
cxpai^vd trampoitatiofi 
tyiieitr

Ym, tail mH *■ itadakn» Competibla enty in 
eo^tfwtian with new
tafoul mature

fataompetilde with growth- 
oriented plant

Not addrerred in Opr Ye*

b) Flexibility No oldngs • • mA an Imud Ym Ym Ym Ym Yea

0) tafprei of / comprtlPW *Hth pravlootal pxb Not otrnvitlUD will 
iremportatfea Krategy; 
Mppoi'lve uf ted we / 
groenfimd* P*I«

Cteripailbta, tdd nrt •* 
Mtoddone
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grewti rtrategy

Neutral WJ.t. provincni] 
prol*
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EXHIBIT 13: GENERATION OF ALTERNATIVES (CONTINUED)

1 Group Geaerfftio* Criteria - Alternative to the Undertaking

Improve Headways f or Roadway-Baaed Modes

Roadway Operational 
Improvements

Roadway Infrastructure 
Improvements

Roadway Infrastructure 
Addition

Roadway-Based Modal
Addition

1. Market Needs a) Access to major population / employment 
areas

No change No change Improved No change

b) Hierarchy of facilities and services No change No change Improved with new 
facilities

Improved hierarchy with 
additional modes

c) Capability of serving all lectors of the market Yea Yes Yea Goods movement not served

d) Minimum total vehicle kilometre* of travel No effect on VKT No effect on VKT Possible minor reduction 
in VKT due to less outof 
way Iravel

Reduced VKT due to more 
efficient model

e) High Quality of Service Limited impact on long 
term LOS due to physical 
constraints

Good service but inherent 
limitations due to type of 
existing roads

Good service - new 
roadway can be of highest 
quality

Poor - less convenient modes 
introduced

2. Existing Problems a) Improvement in Level of Service Minor Significant Significant None

b) Future Capacity No significant change Increased Increased No new capacity

3. ConstMinU and Opportunitiei a) Minimum negative impact on the natural 
environment

Beneficial to natural 
environment

Potential edge impact Potential impact Beneficial Io natural 
environment

b) Maximum distance from residential 
communities

No significant change Negative Impact due to 
proximity to existing 
residential areas

Divert traffic away from 
residential areas

No significant change

c) Acceptable capital / operating costs Relatively low cast High capital cost High capital coat High operating cost

4. Operational Design Guidelines a) High travel speed Improved speeds Improved speeds Highest speed No improvement

b) Adequate capacity relative to demand Cannot resolve capacity 
problems

Can resolve capacity 
problems

Can resolve capacity 
problems

Limited effect on demand / 
capacity ratio

c) Consistency Physical dneomimtities 
remain

Can eliminate physical 
di a continuities

Cm ctinunete key 
discontinuities

Physical dtecoatiaultiei rwtulfl

5. Strategic Goals

-

a) Compatibility with Official Plans Compatible Compatible only in key 
areas

Compatible only for 
identified corridors

Compatible

b) Flexibility Yea Yes Constrained by staging 
needa and significant 
capitel funding

Limited to market-supported
shuathma

- - -
0 Support of / compatibility with provincial 

goals
Compatible Compatible for selected 

corridors
Compatible fur selected 
corridors

Compatible 1



EXHIBIT 13s GENERATION OF ALTERNATIVES (CONTINUED)

Croup Generation Criteria Alternative to the Undertaking

Introduce Naw (Mon-Rond way) FaeUltiM / Modes

Air JUQ Wafer Rus4)nb Roadway 
(Busway!Intarurbwi Pajuwager Intra-Atyban

PasMngsr
Fraight

L Market N«da a) Aocm* to major population f employment 
arena

New airport cannot be 
located near major 
contras

Good - limited by route 
and station locations

Good No change Very poor Good n

b) Hierarchy of facilities end service* Added tnodo improves 
hierarchy

No change Added mode improves 
hierarchy

No change Aftfed mode bnpix>w« 
hierarchy

Added mode Improves 
hierarchy

o) Capability of serving all sectart of the 
market

Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor

d) Minimum total vehicle kUoraotres of 
travel

No improvement Reduced road-based
VKT

Reduced read-baaed 
VKT

No improvement No toiproverneirt Reduced road-based 
VKT

e) High Quality of Service Poor service for local 
trips) irrelevant for 
through trips

Good service for some 
commuter trips

Good Servin for local 
and commuter trips but
many transfer needed

Poor service remains for 
person Wtovcmotil

Poor duo to Kinked 
routes

Poor due to
isteonverdeatmode

2. Existing Problems a) Improvement in Level of Service No improvement Improved, but fide 
Impact on road*

Improved capacity in 
urban areas

Na aiprcvcnxBiin peak 
periods

Negative - dow ao4 
address ncedi

Improved relative to 
bus use of roadways

b) Future Capacity Incapable of 
accoaunodatingrigrtif. 
portion of demand

Adequate capably for 
uiteruibm ma/ket only

Adequate capacity in 
key pmrklora

Nd new capacity for 
person rnuvejnent

Very limited capacity Adequate capacity in 
key corridors I

3. Conslrafote and Opportuoitisi a) Minimum negative impact on the natural 
Ociv/mnrnent

Some impact on air 
quality and et aitportsite

Edge impact due to rail 
widening

Limited due to urban 
focus -

Edge Impact if widened Potential impact on 
scnaiGve aquatic 
environment

New roadway in [
urban area coaid face 
tnvironmeDtal 
constraints

b) Maximum distance from residential 
communities

Noise impact a key 
issue; poorer service 
results from distant 
location of airport

Route passes through 
residential arena

Facliitiea located within 
/ near fraldentla! uneu

Routes pus through 
residential arena

Minor impact Can plan to minimize 
impact, but serried 
needs imply location 
Irt urbanized area*

c) Acceptable capital f operating cotta High capital and 
operating cost

.High coat High cost Moderate cost if exciting 
railways med j

Moderate cost dure to 
limited infrastructure

High cost

4, Operational Design 
Guidetinea

a) High travel speed High ^jecd mode but no 
effect on road spoeda

Moderate trip speed for 
commuted in affected 
corridors

Moderate trip speed
within service area

Low ape*d mode; no 
effect oft Mad speeds

Low speed mods Contributes to good 
transit trip speed

h) Adequate capacity relative to demand No Adequate capacity only 
for A«ninvteT market 
niche

Adequate capacity for 
intm-urbm trips

No impact on peak 
period capacity problems

Route location not 
matched with demand

Adequate capacity for 
lau«-urban trips

c) Consistency Poor Roadway diaonntinuities 
remain

Roadway discontinuities
remain

Roadway discontinuities 
remain

Poor Roadway 
discontinuities remain

S. Sititegfo Goals a) Compatibility with Official Plans Not shown in Oft Only improvement of 
existing service is 
compatible

Not shown in OPs Only bnpravcmKQtof 
existing service is 
compatible

Not shown in Oft Selected corridors
Compatible with York 
OP

b) Flexibility Poor InfraitoJcturK- poor, 
operations - moderate
flexibility

Poor Poor Very poor Goad staging and 
operational flexibility

o) Support:of f compatibility whh provincial 
goals

Not compatible Compatible with GO 
strategy

Equivalent to Busway 
in 407 vonrHor

Compnttbte emty for tut 
of existing railways

Not considered in 
existing goals

thown in 407 
(XHridor onty



6.2.1.2 Manage Demand

The "Manage Demand" group of alternatives is intended to make the best use of the 
available infrastructure. When that infrastructure is capable of accommodating all of 
the travel demands placed on it, yet is prevented from doing so by operational 
problems, demand management is a potentially valuable means of bringing demand into 
sync with capacity. Additionally, the need to provide new infrastructure can be 
eliminated or deferred in some cases if more efficient use is made of the m&astxuctrne 
and services already available.

The principles and practice of Demand Management are most applicable to a particular 
site or controlled corridor. While peak hour travel demand reduction of up tn <1* or 
50% have been achieved at individual office buildings irpan the implementation of a 
comprehensive Travel Demand Management plan, fee best areawide reduction feat can 
be expected is 5 to 10%. In an area such as York Kegion which is growing in 
population at 2 or 3% per year, it is clear the Demand Management is ineffective aa 
a large-scale congestion reduction technique. Furthermore, for a Demand Management 
program to be effective, there are several conditions which must be in place: 
convenient and beneficial alternatives to the single-occupant auto mode; compelling 
conditions of congestion, lack of parking, or high cost related to single occupant auto 
travel; relatively dense land use with concentrated employment areas and transit- 
supportive urban planning; a clearly defined and controllable facility or area; and a 
commitment from all involved agencies as well as an administrative framework through 
which Demand Management measures can be implemented and operated. It can be 
fairly stated that none of these conditions exists in the area under study.

It may further be noted that most of the measures used to manage demand properly fall 
under municipal planning, land use, transit, transportation, and other programs and 
would therefore not be the responsibility of the Province. Finally, very few, if any, 
of the possible Demand Management strategies fall under the Environmental 
Assessment Act and they could thus be implemented at any time without reference to 
the Act.

More specifically, some comment may be made on the five Demand Management 
alternatives presented in Exhibit 13. "Peak Spreading" is intended to improve peak 
period operating conditions, but neither addresses the underlying structural causes of 
congestion nor is it effective at suppressing the desire of a majority ef commuters to 
travel within a relatively brief period of the day. For every trip shifted out of the peak 
hour, there are two or more trips that wish to occur at that time, and practices such 
as the four day work week reduce transit revenue while requiring an expansion of 
service in shoulder periods. Peak spreading can be an effective way of managing site
specific parking and access needs, but is not anticipated to contribute significantly to 
the resolution of the problems identified in the study area.

The relocation of demand is essentially a land use planning measure which offers the 
potential of ensuring that future demand growth occurs in areas that will least affect 
existing problem areas. This does not, however, resolve those existing problems and 
given that all of the future growth will ultimately rely on use of the existing major road 
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network for all but internal / local travel in any case, there is little prospect of this 
alternative being an effective approach to addressing the problems and opportunities 
present. The current thrust in land use planning in the area is in fact to intensify land 
use in centres on major road corridors so that transit and other urban services become 
more viable and cost-effective. In that the existing problems will continue to worsen 
even with such a revised approach to land use planning, demand relocation is not 
considered a reasonable "alternative to the undertaking".

A cap on demand is completely incompatible with municipal and provincial land use 
plans. It is also socially, administratively and economically infeasible on an areawide 
basis, would not resolve existing problems, and. has the potential to increase the 
demand for long distance and inter-regional travel. It is unrealistic to cany forward 
this alternative as being "reasonable".

The direct management of traffic can be done on either a corridor-specific or an area 
wide basis, but requires a narrowly-defined and controllable facility to be operable. 
For example, a controlled-access highway can be managed through the use of ramp 
metering, tolling, etc., while an urban area in its entirety can only be dealt with if it 
can be surrounded or have access to it otherwise limited. For this technique to be 
effective, alternative modes, routes, and services must be available. Furthermore, in 
the areawide context, some evidence of fairness and equity (compared to other areas) 
or of direct benefit received (less congestion, lower cost of travel) is needed for such 
a strategy to be acceptable to the affected community.

In the area under study, the management of one congested corridor (e.g. Highway 9 
or Highway 11) would be problematic because of the lack of alternative highway routes 
and the uncontrolled nature of most of the congested roads. As a standalone 
alternative (i.e. without the addition of alternative routes), this is therefore not a viable 
approach. Similarly, such an alternative would not address the discontinuities in the 
road network which are the root cause of much of the congestion present in the study 
area.

Finally, improving vehicle utilization is an important goal in any urban transportation 
system, but without significant investment in infrastructure (e.g. transitways, HOV 
lanes), the ability to significantly affect vehicle utilization on an areawide basis is 
extremely limited. As with the other Demand Management methods, the failure to 
address key problems such as roadway discontinuities limits the potential effectiveness 
of this approach.

With the appropriate infrastructure, land use, and services in place, it may be possible 
to significantly improve vehicle utilization. However, even with such a situation, it 
is only the extent, not the severity, of peak period congestion which may be affected. 
As a standalone measure which significantly contributes to the resolution of the 
problems and opportunities present, improving vehicle utilization is therefore not 
considered a reasonable "alternative to the undertaking"
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6.2.13 Improve Roadways and / or Roadway-Based Modes

A significant investment has been made in the road system of the study area, and it is 
the foundation of almost all of the urban activity and growth-related planning in the 
area to date. By improving or expanding the network incrementally, the previous 
momentum may be built on and the system "fine tuned" to reflect the demands placed 
on it. Any such improvements, however, must address the problem at hand, and not 
represent either an excessive or an ineffectively small level of impact In considering 
new infrastructure, the effect of related changes on the natural and social environment 
take on greater significance than, for example, those likely to occur with Demand 
Management methods.

"Roadway Operational Improvements" represents the capacity-related counterpart erf 
the "Manage Demand* group, and suffers from many of the same drawbacks with 
respect to the ability to resolve the problems present. No matter how well the existing 
road network operates, the discontinuities which force out-of-way travel to occur 
remain. Furthermore, there are physical limitations on the number of vehicles which 
can pass through signalized intersections that are already constraining operations in 
congested areas (Davis Drive through Newmarket is one such ease}. Ou the 
assumption that existing signal operations are already essentially optimized, it is not 
realistic to expect that they will be capable of accommodating the growth that win 
occur in York Region travel demand without further deterioration in Level of Service. 
The concession-based roadway grid is so large in scale and so lacking in intermediate 
alternative routes that there is little operational flexibility in the existing road system. 
All vehicles must eventually use or cross the major road grid, creating a conflict or 
additional demand and this will be accentuated with continued growth in demand.

"Roadway Operational Improvements" thus offers an improvement over the "Do 
Nothing" approach, but faces significant constraints which preclude it from being 
considered as anything other than an assumed part of the transportation system base 
case.  

"Roadway Infrastructure Improvements" increase the capacity of the existing system 
through wider roads rather than through traffic management. This is the most effective 
way of providing short term relief in the congested roadway corridor. However, two 
significant limitations exist with this strategy. Firstly, discontinuities in the existing 
road network would remain. Secondly, the additional capacity provided can quickly 
be taken by motorists who have previously been "forced'1 by congestion to travel on 
routes or at times which they do not desire, but which may be slightly faster or less 
congested than their preferred route and time.

Given the extensiveness of the existing road network in the study area and its ability 
to directly serve areas of demand growth, it would be premature at this point to set the 
alternative aside. It should therefore be carried forward for more detailed examination 
as to the potential benefit of selected improvements.

Roadway Infrastructure Addition - adding new highway or road links to the existing 
network is another effective means of resolving congestion problems, and is perhaps
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Non-roadway based modes can contribute to addressing the travel needs of small 
sectors of the marketplace but are incapable of accommodating the diversity of trip 
types, directions, and modes with the convenience and cost-effectiveness of roadway
based modes. In the case of travel by air or water, the potential impact on the 
resolution of problems in the study area is negligible.

Regarding ajr travel, it is already available as an alternative for long distance trips 
through the area. It is not, however, a reasonable mode for commuter or local use and 
can be readily set aside on that basis.

Without considerable changes in land use patterns (which, is not realistic in the short 
term) and additional infrastructure (priority lanes, transitways, new roadways), new 
roadway-based modes will be limited in application to areas which will have no 
significant impact on resolving the identified problems and opportunities.

The various rail modes, unless they involve new trackage, are captive to the same 
market forces that were described in the "new Roadway-Based Mode" analysis. 
Interurban passenger travel is served by VIA Rail and GO Transit today, and those 
modes capture a significant portion of commuter trips destined to central Toronto but 
to nowhere else. It is not a competitive mode in terms of travel time and convenience 
for trips within the study area, nor is it attractive for most trips _t<> the study area. The 
market niche for interurban passenger rail is thus too small to have a significant 
impact, even if fully exploited, on the problems at hand.

The only conceivable relevant alternative would be a ferry service across Cook’s Bay 
as an alternative to a road route around the body of water. However, the change in 
mode required and the comparatively low travel speed would not produce a time 
savings and hence would not attract travellers to the degree that would produce a 
significant contribution to roadway congestion relief.

the most effective of all alternatives in addressing the discontinuity-related 
transportation problems in the study area. Certain new links (not all) are in accordance 
with the Regional development plan, and benefits to all sectors of the transportation 
market (commuters, recreational travellers, goods movement, etc.) can potentially be 
provided. The cost and potential environmental impacts are drawbacks, but overall 
there is considerable merit in carrying forward this alternative for closer examination.

The addition of new Roadway-Based Modes is a relevant strategy only if supported by 
the marketplace. Although many benefits can be provided, unless transit improvements 
gamer a significant share of die transportation market none of those benefits win 
materialize. While there is some potential in the Yonge Street spine for transit 
improvements, there is no evidence that recreational or long distance travellers would 
use such an alternative. The scatter of origins and destinations as well as the low 
density of most development in York Region are not conditions which support 
extensive transit use. This is evident by the Region’s current low transit modal share.
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Freight rail enhancement could reverse a long trend towards road-based freight 
movement, but trucking is not a significant contribution to peak period congestion in 
the study area and it is relied on as a mode to service most of the new industrial and 
agricultural areas in any case. This alternative does not address the structural basis for 
the identified transportation problems, nor does it create or take advantage of relevant 
opportunities and should not be pursued further. It may be noted that CN Rail has 
filed for the abandonment of the rail line north of Bradford. This is a clear indicator 
of freight rail’s lack of competitiveness in this market.

The two remaining alternatives, Intra-Urban Passenger Rail and Bus-only Roadway 
(Busway) are essentially identical in function, purpose, and impact. While they exhibit 
potential in densely-populated corridors and transit spines such as Yonge Street and 
Highway 407 (per York Region’s Draft Official Plan), they do not reflect the market 
needs in the area currently under study. There must be a commonality of origins and 
destinations, marked by a build-up of conventional transit service, before the 
investment in a fixed transit infrastructure is warranted. The lack of transit service in 
the study area indicates that this is an unlikely prospect in any reasonable time frame. 
If "new Roadway-Based Modes" is not considered a reasonable and effective 
alternative due to the market situation present, then a more intense transit-oriented 
strategy represented by the Light Rail and Busway alternatives is even less appropriate.

1 62.1.5

I
■

The previous Sections 6.1 and 6.2.1.1 to 6.2.1.4 present the rationale for either- 
carrying forward or setting aside the various "alternatives to the undertaking" which 
had been identified for the purposes of considering "all reasonable alternatives". The 
following alternatives are determined to be reasonable to carry forward for more 
detailed study:

I • Roadway Infrastructure Improvements
• Roadway Infrastructure Addition

I 
I

The remaining alternatives do not exhibit the potential to contribute significantly to the 
resolution of the identified problems / opportunities, and are therefore recommended 
to be set aside at this stage and not pursued further:

• Do Nothing 

I
I 
I

• Demand Management
- Peak Spreading
- Demand Relocation
- Demand Cap
- Direct Management
- Improve Vehicle Utilization

■ Roadway Operational Improvements 

• Roadway-Based Modal Addition
’ Air

ff
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